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Int er na

Information is ubiquitous, with unprecedented rates of
expansion and applicability. Its effects on privacy, security and
integrity have attracted increasing attention. IJIPSI presents
innovative research in the theory, application, implementation,
analysis, design, evaluation of information privacy and
security. It also aims to bring together researchers in relevant
disciplines, exploring issues in information integrity, defined
as information accuracy, consistency, reliability. Thus, IJIPSI
covers up-to-date information technology in social
networking, mobile computing, intelligent techniques and
big/open data, with applications across multiple areas.
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IJIPSI publishes original papers, short papers, and review
.com/ijip
si
papers. Special Issues devoted to important topics in information privacy,
security and integrity may also be published.
Topics covered include:
• Privacy and security foundations
• Privacy-enhancing technologies
• Privacy-preserving computing
• Privacy policies and laws
• Management aspects
• Cyber, network and communication security
• Social network information
privacy/security/integrity
• Secure computing and systems

• Database privacy and security
Risk analysis, modelling and management
• Trustworthy computing, management,
evaluation
• Theoretical foundation of information
integrity
• Information integrity structure and design
• Legal, procedural, regulatory, ethical
aspects
• Interactions/integration/fusion/applications
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